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Abstract: Technology is advancing by leaps and bounds in the field of robotics, electronics and
microcontrollers. Efforts are being laid in the integration of different electronics module to design the robots
which are capable of performing different tasks and surrogate human being. The application of such systems
is not limited only to the routine life but also to the field of defense and latest war-fare techniques. Our research
project focuses on the crucial problem of land mines and resolves the issue with the latest technological
solution a ROBOTIC SYSTEM. Land Mine basically is an explosive device that is specifically designed to be
installed   underground   and  is  exploited  when  on  the  presence  of  any   object  like human  animals  etc.
The emergence of the name landmine was mainly from the concept of digging the tunnels later filled with
explosive material under the targets residence. These land mines are present in about 70 countries and even
more than that almost all are developing countries. There are almost 26000 people that are killed or injured due
to land mines. It also donates vastly to socio-economic problems in many emerging countries. Moreover it is
seen that there are more land mines in Asian and African regions as compare to Europe. It is therefore that the
land mines are of vital importance and need to be considered for the well beings of human lives. Tough there
are mine detectors build for this but for the land mines every inch of the land is needed to be checked carefully
with a mine detector. Therefore, this process is quite slow. As this technique is time consuming that’s why it
is costly and risky as well. Lots of skilled man power is mandatory and that’s what is lacking. The expert man
power even takes 2 days to clear the 20 to 50 sm of mine-contaminated land. It is therefore that the alternatives
are to look forward in order to resolve the issue. New technologies are needed to be introduced in order to clear
mines, to achieve proper efficiency, security and consistency. David J. Bruemmer said that the robotic system
may be capable to reduce the time to find  mines  and  increase  the  detection,  correctness  and  consistency.
And this is what our project focuses; this project is basically about development of a robotic system that can
detect metal mine buried. For cleaning of mined field, the location of mine is the point of consideration, therefore
after the successful detection; the robot will mark the location of the mine and will dodge the area intelligently.
It is the project of its kind converting the fields of communication, electronics and IC programming. We have
focused in cleaning the mined field, other military operations in enemy territory; and it is found to be the best
alternative for manual detection of mines and is a live saving project.
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INTRODUCTION It is been observed that there are millions of land

A land mine is an explosive device that is specifically landmines on the earth is still unknown. It is an estimate
designed to be installed underground and is exploited that more than 65 countries are infected with and are still
when   on  the   presence  of  any  object  like  human having landmines specially the countries that have ever
animals etc. The emergence of the name landmine was been indulged in the War activities. Once the landmines
basically from the concept of digging the tunnels later are planted they can remain in action more than 50 years
filled   with  explosive    material    under   the   targets and that’s what is that the unwanted war remains active
residence. even after the peace among both the groups.

mines while the exact location or number of total
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This landmine causes thousands of people to die Methodology: New technologies are needed to be
every year. Like some indiscriminating weapons introduced in order to clear mines, to achieve proper
landmines are also undiscerning thus they are unaware of efficiency, security and consistency. David J. Bruemmer
soldier's footstep and a child's footstep. This is what et al. [5] said that the robotic system may be capable to
makes many innocents to say good bye to their love ones reduce the time to find mines and increase the detection,
forever. Moreover the researches shows that up to 85% of correctness and consistency. And this is what is focused
the victims are civilians and specially the innocent here and to make this happen we have developed a
children who because of their investigatory nature robotic system that basically is for the detection of metal
consider them as a toy and these hilarious toys get their mine buried the soil. This project is aimed to be used for
lives away. cleaning the mined field, other military operations in

Afghanistan, Angola  and  Cambodia  have  suffered enemy  territory.  This  project  is  best  alternative  for
85 percent of the world's land-mine casualties. Overall, manual detection of mines and thus it is lives saving
African children live on the most mine-plagued continent, project.
with an estimated 37 million mines embedded in the soil of
at least 19 countries. People are still being affected by What is Robots: The word robot comes from Czech,
land mines that are because of the wars that were held in novelist and dramatist Karel Capek in 1923 [6] who coined
past.  According  to  A.  Hajime  et  al.  in   2007   [1]   and this word  for  presentation  of  an  automated  society.
C.P. Gooneratne et  al.  in  2004  [2]  there reportedly   are Robot is the  Czech  word  for  worker.  The  word  was
50 to 100  million  land  mines buried  all  over  the  world. picked   up   by  science  fiction  authors  in  the  1930’s
By Landmine Monitor Report in 2002 [3] up to 90 and  40’s, which  later  became  a  reality  in  the early
countries through-out the world are exaggerated by 1950’s.
landmines; these stay in place for several years after the A   robot  is  a  manlike  mechanical  device  capable
clash has ended and make the exaggerated land of   performing   human   tasks,   But  it  cannot  think,
unreachable for long time. solve problems or make decisions, it must be told what

The advisors of the exaggerated countries and function should be performed. Robot has ability to
concerned international organizations are presently in the execute several activities, it is a multiple-wave device.
progression of disabling the mines, the progression is Technically, we can not specifically give a single
thoroughly slow. This is because, the most commonly definition   to   the   robots    thus   there   exist   many
used method for disabling or terminating the mines is by definition of the robots as people have  defined  it in
using human de-miners. their    own   way.    The   definition    from     the     ISO

There are two major steps that are necessary to be sates    that    the     robots     mechanically     skillful,
done in order to clarify land mines. The first step is to reprogrammable   and      a       versatile       application.
allocate the mines and second one is to terminate the The    Cambridge    Online    Dictionary    defines    it   as:
mines. The first step usually is carried out by the skilled “A machine used to perform jobs robotically, which is
mine detector. This is quite time consuming procedure as organized by a computer.
each and every inch of the land is needed to be checked
carefully with a mine detector. Types    of    Robots:    There   are   basically   two   types

As this technique is time consuming that’s why it is of  robots    define   according   to     the    frame of
costly and risky as well. Lots of skilled man power is reference.
mandatory and that’s what is lacking. The expert man
power even  takes  2  days  to clear  the  20  to  50 sm  of Static robot 
mine-contaminated land. The alternate thus was a mine Mobile robot 
detector dogs that was even used in the Afghanistan to
detect the landmines but still the problems remain Static Robots: The static robot have stationery base.
unsolved as it requires a lot of trained dogs and lots of Static robot cannot be moved. The base of this robot has
time. stationary frame of reference.

It is determined by E. CEPOLINA, M. ZOPPI in 2003
[4] In the first step an important constraint is the Mobile Robots: Mobile robots do not have stationary
reduction   of  time   needed   for   mine   clearance   and frame of reference and have the ability to move from one
area-reduction process can help reducing time. It is place to another. These robots require certain control
therefore that the better alternatives are to look forward in element to control their motion, path and head them to
order to resolve the issue. their required destination.
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Our Mine Detecting Robot: Our robot is mobile robot Rare Wheels: The rare wheels have the diameter of 9cm
with multi functions.it can move in and are attached directly to the DC motors, which rotate

Right direction 
Left direction Front Wheel: The front wheels are attached directly to
Forward movement the base of frame and these wheels can move freely in 360
Backward movement degrees.
Detect metal 
Can mark its location Metal Detector Support: Metal detecting sensor is

It is controlled through wireless remote, Wireless PC to the frame at front side. It is necessary because it helps
control; Internet operated which enhances it ability for to detect mines before robot run over it.
performing operations in distance areas where human
can’t reach. Communication Channel: The communication channel

Other applications areas of the project are: signals can  be  transferred  from  source  to  destination.

Automation of vehicles wires, wireless, radio, or the fiber optics. But it is that the
Reducing man power requirements attenuation can be produced in the channel that affects
Spying systems. the communication quality; it is therefore that the

The functional requirements includes message on the desired channel.

Accomplishing the task of movement with remote or Carrier: Mostly transmitted information signals arise at
with the Personal Computers lower frequencies in the spectrum. These signals are used
Keeping the speed constant for precise detection and to amend a carrier of a higher frequency. Riding through
control. space the high frequency signals gives the lower
Controlling the left, right, forward and reverse frequency information signals. Let’s take voice signals as
movements. an example. First, these occur in 300- to 3000 Hz frequency
Providing the halts to avoid Robot’s run over the range.
metal mine. Simultaneously transmitted audio signals would
Development of complete code in Assembly interface with one another since they occupy the same
language for low ROM space requirements. frequency range. The audio portion of the spectrum

Structure of Our Robot: It consists of a rectangular OS simultaneous  communications.  For  these  reasons,
shape  frame    with    solid  base.   Frame   is   by   iron the antenna size kept much smaller so that signals
screw  nuts  and  bolts.  Frame  holds  a   rigid   acyclic propagate farther.
sheet  in  order  to  provide  support  for  circuit  elements
to   be   mounted   on  it.  It   has   rare   wheels   attached Remote Transmitter Frequency: The frequency of the
to DC motors which can rotate in reverse and forward transmitter used is 40 MHz. The RF module is taken then
direction. The front wheels are smaller in size and can modified and then interfaced with the AT89c2051
move free in 360 degrees. A piece of sheet of transparent microcontroller. AT89c2051 is programmed to send the
acyclic is connected as a front if robot. On this front we data through RF transmitter to RF receiver. Buttons of left,
fixed the metal sensing circuit and winding of that sensing Right, Forward, Backward and stop is interfaced with
circuit. AT89c2051 microcontroller.

Rectangular Frame: Rectangular frame is made up of PC Controlled Transmitter: The frequency of the PC
Aryclic transparent sheet on which battery and circuitry controlled transmitter used is 40 MHz. The RF module is
can be placed. The robot have double story and are taken then modified and then interfaced with the
spaced by big IRON nuts and bolts. AT89c2051 microcontroller.AT89c2051 is programmed  to

them in both forward and reverse direction.

mounted on elongated supported eryclic sheet attached

can be defined as the path through which the electronic

In case of communication the medium can either be the

amplification needs to be done to properly propagate the

would be nothing but a jumble of hundreds or thousands
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send the data through RF transmitter to RF receiver. control chip, the AT89S52 microcontroller was found to
Buttons of left, Right, Forward, Backward and stop is be the preferred choice as it can perform all required
interfaced with AT89c2051 microcontroller. PCB mount functions using only a single chip.
serial port connector is used to control these buttons from It meets the requirements as it holds the enough
PC. A command is given to from the PC and transmitter memory, I/O   pins,   Power  supply  of  about  5  volts.
will transmit the data accordingly. L is kept in The AT89S5252 is programming friendly and considers
programming to turn robot to left, R for RIGHT, F for the compiler of “C” language including 256 bytes of
FORWARD, for REVERSES for STOP. These alphabets EEPROM, having 8 channels of 10-bits used for A / D and
are used to command the robot in hyper terminal. a   serial   port   that  is  synchronous  and  can be

The Project components are Generally, AT89S52 microprocessor is divided into 6

DC Motor: To control the DC motor two points are to be
kept in mind first one is motor direction control only and Power Supply: For a robot to operate properly there is a
secondly   motor   speed  control.  We  have  performed need for a power system to supply electrical power to the
both the above mentioned operations in our project. motors, relays, electronic circuits and other electrical
Motor direction control is a very easy task whereas speed devices.
control is not a simple one. To control the speed of motor The main power supplies for robotics applications are
many techniques are available, some of them are as either the  standard  utility  power  sources  or  batteries.
follows The big disadvantage of the utility power source is that

Motor Control Using PWM IC: So the most suited type of power supply for a mobile

Low voltage supply robots require a power scheme with the following
Speed control of motor by gears components:

We decided to use the third technique, as it is one of On-board batteries 
the most easiest technique to control the speed without Battery recharging system 
getting in to the complexity of making a software for Power distribution and control system 
PWM in microcontroller. Although it causes the extension
of hardware because we have to make circuits for digital In order to simplify the design of the power supply
to analogue conversion and pulse width modulation but scheme, it is essential to consider using a battery which
it ease the programming load. Gear motor can be voltage rating matches that of the motors and most of the
controlled easily and it carry a lot of loads easily and can other devices to be powered in the system.
be stop instantly. There are two possible configurations when using

Microcontroller: Microcontroller is another important to supply the entire system and the second configuration
component of the mine detecting robots. One of the is to use two or more batteries.
important considerations for the microcontroller of the
mine detector is the function of converting the analog H-Bridge: The selected L298 is high voltage integrated
signals taken as input from the sensor to the digital monolithic circuit in a 15-lead. It is Multi watt with
signals. For the A/ D conversions the chip must read four PowerSO20 packages. It is intended to receive regular
voltage levels concurrently. TTL logic levels and ambitions loads like DC, solenoids

The controller requires the tendency to handle inputs and relays. The emitters of the lower transistors of each
from the user interface and the outputs to the dc motor bridge are coupled together. The external terminals are
control circuit and thus the inputs and the outputs rather connected to the sensing resister at the external
considered should be define before the selection of surface. In order to work at lower voltage an additional
microcontroller. After researching an appropriate 28 supply input is assigned.

configured with 2 or 3 wired inter IC bus and AUSART.

parts.

the robot will be limited in its  motion  by  a  power  cable.

robot are on-board batteries. Battery operated mobile

batteries. The first configuration is to use a single battery
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Voltage  Regulator:  The  goal  is  to  provide  a  stable, from a given point to other.
low voltage supply to the microcontroller. The process of The D* algorithm is capable of building strategy for
the microcontroller must not be exaggerated by the power the unknown path, partially known path or even capable
supply. The power supply itself must be consistent and of planning according to the varying environmental
steady. The power supply should not cause problems situations in effective and accurate manner. The way the
during development. robot moves it can consider or find that there was ease

In our project we have used 3-terminal voltage and difficulties as well while finding the paths.
regulator such as a 78L05 or 7805.

Metal   Detector:   Two  Oscillators  are  used  by  BFO
(Beat Frequency Oscillator) metal detector, each of which It was observed after the deployment of robot in the
yields a radio frequency. Coil of wire that is known as real environment that the results achieved were excellent.
search loop is used by one of these oscillators. The 100 The MDR (mine detecting robot) is the best alternative for
khz is found best to fix search oscillator. When the two the mine detection it has automated the whole system and
oscillators are set equally then the beat note does not provided the efficiency, speed and accuracy in the
exist and the detector becomes most sensitive and 5hz or process; and thus has reduced the fear of losing life of
any slight change gets perceptible. each child born on the earth due to the silent enemy the

Path Planning: There are two types of path planning one with different features can be developed.
is Global path planning and the other is Local path
planning. REFERENCES
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Considering the function of the robot the selection of
the algorithm matters a lot. It is therefore that the
algorithm is selected  that  best  meets  the  requirements.
For this the A* and D* algorithms were put on the
scrutiny. The A* employs the heuristics to find the path
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